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Abstract—Though outdoor navigation has been used for a
long time, indoor navigation has not yet been put into practice.
Recent works based on geomagnetic information require a user
to follow the exact path of previous users, which limits its
applicability. Meanwhile, the optimal navigation path may not be
provided given a large number of paths with different sources and
destinations. We present MeshMap, an efficient indoor navigation
system by merging geomagnetic information of crowdsourcing
paths. MeshMap combines geomagnetic information from mul-
tiple users’ paths to construct a global navigation map. Then,
MeshMap supports to find the optimal navigation path on the
navigation map. Finally, MeshMap proposes a real-time tracking
method to map user’s position on the navigation path and
provides real-time navigation hints. We implement MeshMap on
Android and evaluate its performance in different environments
including campus building, parking area and shopping mall. The
evaluation results show the effectiveness of MeshMap.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the popularity of smartphone enables a large

collection of applications that facilitate people’s daily life.

Navigation is one of the emerging applications. Due to the

widely adopted GPS has poor coverage [21], GPS based

navigation is unavailable in indoor environment. The indoor

navigation becomes a challenge issue.

A popular way [2] [19] [24] to construct indoor navigation

system is to use spacial feature of ubiquitous wireless signals

(i.e., WiFi) of indoor environment as location fingerprint.

Since the WiFi signal strength (WiFi fingerprint) of different

locations is diverse, we can combine WiFi fingerprint with

indoor map as a navigation database. When the navigation

database is set up, we can infer the real-time user’s location

by fingerprint matching on indoor map. However, WiFi based

indoor navigation system does not work in where WiFi in-

frastructure is absent. Moreover, the burden to construct the

navigation database is much heavy.

Some recent works [21] [25] [7] remove the requirement

of WiFi infrastructure. FollowMe [21] proposes a navigation

method based on constant magnetic trace. First, magnetic trace

of a path from a point of interest (PoI) to another PoI is

continuously collected by a traveler (called initiator). Then,

other users (called follower) that have the same start and

end PoIs collect magnetic signal during their walking in real-

time. By comparing the similarity of two magnetic traces,

the follower can obtain real-time hints and follows the same

path to the end PoI. However, if no initiator completely walks

through a path between two POIs and collects the correspond-

ing magnetic trace, followers cannot be navigated any more.

This significantly limits the applicability of FollowMe as it

is labor intensive to make initiators to explore all paths in

indoor environment. Moreover, the navigation path given by

an initiator may not be optimal so that leads inconvenience

to followers. Thus, the question is can we construct full
navigation paths given a set of initiator paths that cover all
PoIs.

The answer is positive. The key observation is that if we

know the overlapped part of different initiator paths, we can

split the corresponding magnetic traces as magnetic pieces.

Then, we reorganize the order of magnetic pieces as new

navigation paths. However, to extract the overlapped part

from different magnetic traces is a challenge issue due to

the following reasons. First, the sampling rate of magnetic

signal is 50Hz in FollowMe [21]. 3000 samples are collected

for 1 minute walk. Thus, the time complexity of enumeration

searching is unaffordable to find the overlapped part from

two magnetic traces. Second, considering the diversity of

device and user habit, different magnetic traces of the same

path usually are not completely identical. Thus, the Euclidean

distance between two magnetic traces is not a good metric to

judge the similarity.

In this paper, we propose MeshMap, a complete indoor nav-

igation system based on reorganization of multiple magnetic

traces without infrastructure support. MeshMap combines all

magnetic traces of initiators to build an optimized graph

(called mesh map) for the entire indoor area. First, for all

magnetic traces, according to the detected turns, MeshMap

splits each trace into several pieces. Then, MeshMap develops

a Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) based matching algorithm

to extract the maximum overlapped part given two magnetic

pieces. Based on map connectivity and the overlapped parts of

magnetic pieces, MeshMap reorganizes all magnetic pieces to

construct the complete mesh map. Finally, given any pair of

explored PoIs, MeshMap can provide a user the optimal path

and navigation hints even when the path has never been used

by any initiator.

We implement MeshMap on the smartphone of Google

Nexus 5 with the Android version of 4.4.4. We conduct exten-

sive experiments in different environments including campus,

underground parking and shopping mall. The evaluation results

show the effectiveness of MeshMap. The contributions of this
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Fig. 1: The overview of MeshMap system architecture.

work are as follows.

• We propose MeshMap, a novel system of magnetic trace

reorganization to remove the navigation path limitations

of state-of-the-art magnetic indoor navigation.

• We address practical challenges for the construction of

MeshMap and implement the prototype system on An-

droid smartphones.

• We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate MeshMap

in real environments. The results show the effectiveness

of MeshMap.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

summarizes the system architecture and functions. Section 4

presents the basic similarity calculation between two magnetic

traces. Section IV gives the detailed design of MeshMap.

Section V presents the implementation details and evaluation

analysis. Section VI presents the related work. Section VII

concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Magnetic signal is stable [21] when indoor environment

has few change. Based on this observation, without any extra

infrastructure and special hardware, FollowMe [21] allows

users to follow a predetermined path where the magnetic trace

has been collected. MeshMap further removes the constraint

that users can only be navigated along a predetermined path.

Combining all magnetic traces and users’ movement (i.e., step,

turn, level) records, MeshMap discovers new navigation paths

to construct mesh map. Given the mesh map of an indoor

environment, users search the optimal path and follow the hints

to destination PoI.

The overall architecture of MeshMap is shown in Fig-

ure 1. MeshMap system is divided into four components.

From bottom to top, the four components are smartphone

sensor readings (i.e., gyroscope, accelerometer, magnetometer,

barometer), navigation trace extraction, mesh map construction

and real-time navigation. The first component records the

readings of multiple sensors during users’ walking. Taking

the sensor readings as input, the second component extracts

users’ walking behavior (i.e., turn, step, level). According

to the users’ walking behavior, the third component further

a
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Fig. 2: An example of mesh map floorplan bootstrap.

splits magnetic trace, detects the overlapped parts with those

traces in mesh map and constructs mesh map floorplan by

reorganizing new detected overlapped magnetic parts. The

forth component searches the optimal path given the start and

end PoIs in mesh map graph. According to the users’ walking

records, the forth component gives navigation hints in real-

time.

The mesh map floorplan is the key of whole system.

MeshMap uses mesh map floorplan to indicate the path struc-

ture of indoor environment. It is an undirected graph. Each

vertex is either PoI or intersection of several paths. Mesh map

stores the magnetic trace of each edge. Mesh map floorplan

does not need to collect the explicit magnetic fingerprint of

each path. Given the sensor readings of several navigation

traces with start and end PoIs, MeshMap automatically gen-

erates mesh map floorplan with the components of navigation

trace extraction and mesh map construction.

Figure 2 is an example of the bootstrap of mesh map

floorplan. There are four different PoIs (i.e., Starbucks, KFC,

Pizza Hut, McDonald’s) in Figure 2. The solid line (i.e., b, c,
d, e) between two PoIs illustrates a straight path. The dash line

(i.e., a) indicates no straight path. At the beginning, we have

two initial magnetic traces from Starbucks to McDonald’s and

from Pizza Hut to KFC. MeshMap splits these two traces as

{Starbucks, c, b, McDonald’s} and {Pizza Hut, b, d, KFC}.
MeshMap finds b is the overlapped part between these two

magnetic traces. MeshMap further reorganizes the navigation

trace as {Starbucks, c, Pizza Hut, b, McDonald’s, d, KFC}.
In this way, a new navigation path {c, b, d} from Starbucks

to KFC is automatically generated.

Moreover, when a new initial magnetic trace {Starbucks, e,

d, KFC} is added, MeshMap finds d is the overlapped part

with current mesh map structure {Starbucks, c, Pizza Hut,

b, McDonald’s, d, KFC}. Thus, MeshMap adds new edge e
between Starbucks and McDonald’s. When a user wants to

travel from Starbucks to McDonald’s, MeshMap can provides

navigation path {e} which is shorter than {c, b}.
When a user enters a building, MeshMap automatically

downloads its mesh map from cloud. Then, MeshMap gives

the optimal navigation path after the user inputs start and end

PoIs. MeshMap collects smartphone sensor readings during
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(a) Raw Magnetometer Readings
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(b) Low-pass Filtered Readings

Fig. 3: Example of the processing of magnetometer readings.

user’s walking and gives the real-time hints.

III. PRELIMINARY OF MAGNETIC TRACE

In this section, we show the preliminary of the comparison

of magnetic trace similarity. The magnetometer can read the

three magnetic field values in the 3 directions of the smart-

phone coordinate. Due to the coordinate of the smartphone

may not always align with the global coordinate system,

MeshMap uses the sum magnitude of three directions as

magnetic readings to remove the diversity of smartphone

heading direction.

To remove the high frequency noise from raw magnetic

readings, low-pass filtering is further used to smooth the data.

We use moving average to implement the low-pass filtering as

shown in Equation 1.

datai = datai−1 ∗ (1− α) + rawDatai ∗ α (1)

The rawDatai indicates the ith raw magnetometer readings. α
is the filtering coefficient. MeshMap empirically sets α as 0.1.

Figure 3 shows an example of the processing of magnetometer

readings. Figure 3(a) displays the raw magnitude of a magnetic

trace. Then, MeshMap uses a low-pass filter to remove high-

frequency noise. Figure 3(b) shows the results. MeshMap

further uses the same low-pass filter for the readings of

accelerometer and barometer during step counting and level

change detection.

Figure 4 shows different magnetic traces collected on the

same path with different walking speed. A notable observation

is that the magnetic traces of the same path are similar in their

shapes. Thus, magnetic trace can serve as the reference to reor-

ganize all initiators’ reference traces. However, the difference
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Fig. 4: Magnetic traces of the same path with different walking

speed.

of the users’ walking pace leads to the different length of the

magnetic traces. Thus, the Euclidean distance cannot directly

be used to measure the similarity of two magnetic traces. Then,

the principle problem is how to determine the similarity of two

magnetic traces.

The basic idea is to use Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

to mitigate the influence of time diversity. DTW is one of

the algorithms for measuring similarity between two temporal

sequences which may vary in speed. Give two time sequences

MTa : array[1, ..., la] and MTb : array[1, ..., lb], DWT

monotonically matches each sample of MTa to one or more

samples of MTb. The matching function is indicated as

f(MTa[i]) = MTb[j], i = [1, ..., la], j = [1, ..., lb], where

f(MTa[1]) = MTb[1] and f(MTa[la]) = MTb[lb] are

required. DTW further finds the matching function to minimize

Σla
i=1(MTa[i] − f(MTa[i]))

2 (called DTW distance) using

dynamic programming. Two magnetic traces are treated as

the same if the DTW distance between them is less than a

threshold.

The DTW distance serves as the basic metric for trace over-

lapping searching and walking progress estimation. However,

DTW cannot directly be applied to solve those two prob-

lems due to two reasons. First, the computation complexity

of DTW dynamic programming is O(n2) where n is the

length of magnetic trace. Given two long magnetic traces, the

time complexity of enumeration searching of the maximum

overlapped sub-trace will be O(n4). Thus, the update time

of mesh map is becoming unaffordable with the increasing

of the number of initiators’ reference traces. Second, with

the length increasing of overlapped magnetic sub-trace, the

DTW distance of absolute magnetic values may continuously

increases due to the device and usage diversities. This incurs

negative effect on threshold based similarity matching of

magnetic traces. We gives the detailed solution of these two

problems in next Section.

IV. DESIGN

In this section, we present the detailed design of mesh map

construction (Layer 2 in Figure 1). To reduce the computation
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Fig. 5: The floorplan used to illustrate turn detection.

complexity, our basic idea is to take adaptive sampling rate and

split whole magnetic trace as short sub-traces (SectionIV-A).

MeshMap adapts magnetic sampling rate to initiator’s walking

speed, namely high sampling rate for high walking speed

and low sampling rate for low walking speed. In this way,

MeshMap both reduces the length of magnetic trace and keeps

the enough samples to obtain accuracy of DTW distance.

The other observation is that the magnetic trace that contains

no road intersections and turns cannot completely overlap

with those traces contain road intersections and turns. Thus,

MeshMap further splits a trace into sub-traces according to

detected turns. MeshMap only needs the overlapped parts of

these sub-traces (Section IV-B). In this way, the searching

space is further reduced. Moreover, due to the difference of

walking speed is limited, MeshMap uses step-constraint dy-

namic programming to search the maximum overlapped parts

between two sub-traces (Section IV-C). Finally, MeshMap

uses a undirected graph structure to construct the mesh map

(Section IV-D).

A. Adaptive Magnetic Sampling

For different walking speed, MeshMap considers its influ-

ence for the magnetic trace collection. When a user’s walking

speed is fast, the sampling rate should be increased to avoid

missing some important sampling points. When the user’s

walking speed is slow, the sampling rate can be reduced to

reduce searching space. MeshMap empirically choose three

sampling rates as 2Hz, 5Hz, and 10Hz. As shown in Equa-

tion 2, F is the sampling rate with the unit of Hz. s is the

walk speed of a user with the unit of steps/second. MeshMap

sets the sampling rate as 2Hz when the user walks no more

than 0.5 steps/s. The sampling rate is set as 5Hz when the

walking speed is larger than 0.5 steps/s and smaller than 2.5

steps/s. The sampling rate further increases to 10Hz when the

walking speed is larger than 2.5 steps/s.

F =

⎧⎨
⎩

2, 0 < s ≤ 0.5
5, 0.5 < s ≤ 2.5
10, 2.5 < s

(2)

B. Navigation Trace Splitting

We use detected turns and level changes to split magnetic

trace as several sub-traces. We first illustrate how to detect a

turn and level change. Users usually hold their smartphones

in one hand during walking. As other systems [21] [25] do,

MeshMap assumes the horizontal direction of the smartphone

is aligned with the users’ walking. The user’s walking direction
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(a) Detected walking direction during walking
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(b) Angle difference during walking
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(c) Accumulated angle difference during walking

Fig. 6: Walking direction based turn detection.

can be obtained by the accelerometer and the magnetometer

(i.e. compass) [26] [25]. MeshMap uses the continuously

detected walking direction to detect turns. Figure 5 shows an

example of turn detection method.

Figure 5 shows the floorplan of the fourth floor of a campus

building. The walking path is S → a → b → c → d → e →
f → D. There are six turns along the path. Figure 6 shows the

process of walking direction based turn detection. Figure 6(a)

shows the walking direction calculated by accelerometer and

magnetometer. Then, MeshMap calculates the angle difference

of the two walking direction records. The angle difference

is filtered if it is larger than a threshold (i.e., 20 degree).

The smoothed sequence of angle difference is shown in the

Figure 6(b). Finally, MeshMap uses a window of 2s length

to compute the accumulating angle differences, which is the

whole angle changes in the window. The results is shown in

Figure 6(c). According to the shape of the accumulated angle

difference, MeshMap recognizes the peak and valley positions.

MeshMap consider the corresponding absolute value over 30

degrees as a valid turn. A peak represents a right turn and

a valley represents a left turn. The values of the peak or

valley represent the angle of a corner. Then, all valid turns
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are indicated as a turn set V = {< dir1, d1 >,< dir2, d2 >
, ..., < dirn, dn >}where diri is the direction of the ith turn,

and di is the angle of the ith turn.

For level change detection, the barometer can measure the

air pressure of the users position with the unit of hPa. With the

air pressure calculation formula, the altitude of the current po-

sition can be obtained. Thus, the barometer can be adopted in

navigation system for level-change detection. We periodically

measure the air pressure difference. If the accumulated air

pressure difference is larger than a threshold, we recognize that

the user has the climbing behavior. Specifically, the sampling

period is 2 second. We use a queue to store the continuous

readings of the air pressure. The threshold is empirically set as

0.4hPa to detect floor change. When a floor change is detected,

the data in the queue is erased for next detection.

C. Overlapped Trace Searching

For each magnetic sub-trace s, MeshMap normalizes the ab-

solute value into a preconfigured range to remove the diversity

of magnetometer on different smartphones. E indicates the set

of magnetic traces of existing mesh map edges. MeshMap uses

a step-constraint dynamic programming method to search the

maximum overlapped part with the existing magnetic traces

of mesh map edges.

MeshMap splits s into small parts {s1, s2, ..., sm}. The

length of si is the same as preconfigured π steps. For each

mesh map edge e ∈ E, MeshMap enumerates all sub-traces

which length difference with π is δ steps constraint. These sub-

traces are indicated as a set {e1, e2, ..., en}. Given si and ek,

if the DTW distance between them is less than a threshold Δ,

MeshMap considers they are overlapped path. Then, MeshMap

finds the continuous detected overlapped si as the maximum

overlapped part. Considering the reverse walking along the

same path, MeshMap also reverses si to search the overlapped

part. We use soverlap and eoverlap to indicate the overlapped

magnetic traces in s and e. Without any turns and level-

changes, the overlapped sub-trace is continuous. The s and

e can be indicated as three parts {spre, soverlap, snext} and

{epre, eoverlap, enext}.

D. Navigation Trace Reorganization

Mesh map is an undirected graph. V indicates the set of

vertex. Each vertex indicates a PoI, turn, level-change or road-

intersection. E indicates the set of edges. Each edge links

two vertexes. It has the magnetic trace which indicates the

navigation information. The steps of mesh map construction

are as following.

At the beginning, V and E are empty. When the first

initiator’s magnetic trace is coming, MeshMap adds the PoIs

and detected turns and level-changes into V . The corre-

sponding magnetic traces are added into E. When other

initiator’s magnetic trace s is coming, according to the

method of Section IV-C, MeshMap obtains the overlapped

sub-traces and non-overlapped sub-traces of s. Those non-

overlapped sub-traces indicate new paths that never appear

in mesh map before. Thus, MeshMap adds the correspond-

ing vertexes into V and magnetic sub-traces into E. For

each overlapped sub-trace, according to {spre, soverlap, snext}
and {epre, eoverlap, enext}, MeshMap adds two new vertexes

vpre(se) and vnext(se) at the start and end of soverlap
and eoverlap. vpre(se) and vnext(se) indicates the road-

intersections. MeshMap adds vpre(se) and vnext(se) into V ,

then inserts new edges spre and snext into E. In this way,

MeshMap constructs entire mesh map recursively.

E. Real Time Navigation

When the construction of mesh map is done, we can use

the mesh map and smartphones to navigation. In order to get

better result, we need first choose the optimal navigation path.

MeshMap calculates the average step count as the cost of each

edge. Dijkstra algorithm is used to calculate the shortest path

from the start PoI vertex to the end PoI vertex.

During navigation process, the magnetic readings are con-

tinuously collected by the user’s smartphone. The problem

is to match real-time magnetic trace with the selected path

magnetic trace of mesh map. A buffer is used to save the

real-time magnetic readings. Given every 2 second real-time

magnetic trace or a new turn is detected, we use the similar

DTW distance based matching method (Section IV-C) to

match the new recorded magnetic trace with that of navigation

path. In this way, the walking progress is estimated on the

navigation path.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

Before the navigation, users manually select the start and

end PoIs. In the construction of the mesh map, the mesh map

is an undirected graph with vertices and edges. The weight of

the edge is the average step counts of several corresponding

magnetic traces. According to the step counts, MeshMap uses

Dijkstra algorithm to search the shortest path between the start

and end PoIs. The result can be shown on the smartphones and

navigation hints are given. The detailed implementation and

evaluation of MeshMap are described in this section.

A. Implementation

We implement MeshMap on Google Nexus 5 with the

Android version of 4.4.4. The UI of MeshMap implementation

is shown in the Figure 7. In Figure 7(a), it shows the data

collection process. In data collection, real-time air pressure,

magnetic magnitude, and walking direction are shown on

smartphone screen during initiators’ walking. The initiator

needs to input the start and end PoIs for the collected data

in order to distinguish different paths. At the beginning of

data collection, the initiator only needs to press the ”START”

button. Then, initiator makes a steady walk through the data

collection path. When the data collection process is finished,

initiator presses the end button. Figure 7(b) shows the data

trace of navigation path. During navigation, MeshMap gives

the navigation hints and follower can obtain the real-time

walking progress.
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(a) Data collection (b) Data monitoring

Fig. 7: UI demonstration of MeshMap implementation.
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Fig. 8: The performance of overlapped trace matching.

B. Experiment Deployment

We conduct the evaluation in a campus building, a shopping

mall and a parking area. In order to evaluate the navigation

performance, the mesh maps of three environments are built by

four volunteers. In the test, other four volunteers independently

use MeshMap to finish test task in three environments.

C. Mesh Map Construction

We mainly evaluate the matching efficiency of overlapping

magnetic trace matching. Volunteers collect total 100 traces

with different length of different straight paths in three envi-

ronment. If MeshMap judge two traces have overlapped part,

we use the physical distance between the location of these two

traces as the matching error. We first evaluate the matching
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Fig. 9: Performance of turn detection.
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Fig. 10: CDF of navigation error of different user habit.

error for different overlapped trace length. The average error

of different overlapped trace length are shown in Figure 8(a).

When the overlapped trace length is larger than 1 second,

the average error is less than 18 meter. With the increasing

of overlapped trace length, the error is getting lower and

lower. The error of over 80% trace matching is less than

14 meter. Then, we calculate the average computation time

for different overlapped trace length. The results is shown in

Figure 8(b). We can see the maximum computation time is

less than 1.8 second. Mesh maps of different environments

can be efficiently constructed.

D. Level-Change and Turn Detection

We evaluate our turns and level-changes methods over

100 traces in three different environments. The air pressure

measured by barometer is relatively accurate and stable. For

all 100 traces, MeshMap detect level-change with 100% ac-

curacy. Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution of the turn

detection errors. The experiment results show that over 98%

turn detection errors are less than 10◦. The detected accuracy

is high enough to avoid misleading of navigation hints.

E. Navigation Performance

4 volunteers hold the smartphones in their hands. They

follow the path given by MeshMap to walk with their own

habits during navigation test.

We first evaluate the navigation effectiveness on different

user habit. We use 3 volunteers’ data. User A is a initiator to
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construct mesh map. User B and C are followers. The results

of navigation error are shown in Figure 10. We can see the

navigation error of user A is the smallest. The navigation error

is less than 4 meter. In contrast, over 20% navigation error

of user B and C is larger than 4 meter. Thus, the difference

of user habit indeed has negative effect on walking process

estimation, but the error is acceptable in most of cases.

We further evaluate the navigation performance of

MeshMap in indoor and semi-indoor environment. We con-

ducted experiments in a semi-outdoor parking lot. Figure 11

shows the navigation error in indoor and semi-outdoor envi-

ronment, respectively. We can see the navigation performance

of indoor environment is the better than semi-indoor environ-

ment. In indoor environment, the average navigation error is

1.4m, and the maximum spatial error is 4.3m. In contrast, in

semi-outdoor environments, the navigation error range is from

0.2m to 13.8m, and the average spatial error is 5.5m. This is

because there are mor geomagnetic anomalies in semi-outdoor

than indoor.

We further compare MeshMap with FollowMe and WiFi

fingerprint based indoor navigation methods. Figure 12 plots

the spatial errors of navigation using different systems. The

figure shows that the CDF of the spatial errors less than 2m

is over 80%, and more than 60% is less than 1m by using

MeshMap. Comparison with FollowMe, the CDF of MeshMap

increase faster at the beginning. The reason is that MeshMap

can find shorter navigation path which reduces the accumu-

lated navigation error. We can see the performance of WiFi

fingerprint based approach is less efficient than MeshMap and

FollowMe. The median error is about 2 meter which is twice

over MeshMap. The reason is that with high sampling rate,

magnetic traces provides fine-grain position information than

WiFi fingerprint.

VI. RELATED WORK

GPS is blocked in indoor environment, but the demand

of indoor localization and navigation is increasing nowadays.

Thus, indoor localization and navigation systems [13] [11] [21]

[24] [7] [19] using smartphone sensors are hot research topic

in recent years. According to the signal using for navigation,

we can divide existing works into three main categories.

WiFi Signal WiFi has been deployed in the stores, airports,

hospitals, supermarkets, business buildings and so on. The

strength of WiFi signal is different at different place. Thus,

WiFi signal can be used as fingerprint to localize users. Many

works [2] [24] [23] [4] proposes several efficient way to

construct the database of WiFi fingerprint. There are several

limitation of WiFi signal based system. First, for those envi-

ronment without WiFi infrastructure, these systems cannot be

implemented. Moreover, the WiFi signal are easily influenced

by human activities and other barriers. This leads to high

frequency of database update.

Image According to the image characteristic of indoor view,

Travi-Navi [25] uses smartphone cameras to collect the images

along a path. Then, Travi-Navi constructs the reference image

sequence of the corresponding path. By comparing the image

taken by users with the reference, users can be navigated

along the same path. Based on large amount of indoor images,

iMoon [7] uses Structure from Motion (SfM) to recover the

3-D structure of indoor environment, which is used to locate

user with a surrounding image. The image taking and image

processing are time consuming, which greatly influence the

user experience.

Geomagnetic Signal Geomagnetic signal is ubiquitous in

every corner on the earth. It can be easily collected with smart-

phones and is relatively stable. Many works [15] [20] [10] [6]

[17] [16] [18] use magnetic signal to provides localization

and navigation in different scenarios. Several works [1] [8]

[14] [22] [5] [9] [3] [12] use magnetic signal as fingerprint

to navigate the intelligent robots and intelligent small cars.

To remove the burden of fingerprint database construction,

FollowMe [21] proposes initiator-follower model which can

achieve the plug and play navigation service. The navigation

paths of FollowMe can only be started and ended at the

preconfigured PoIs. If a deviation occurs during the navigation

process, user need back to the start point.

MeshMap uses geomagnetic signal as the basic location fin-

gerprint. Contrast to explicit magnetic fingerprint database and

independent magnetic traces, MeshMap develops an efficient

algorithm to automatically reorganize multiple magnetic traces
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as the fingerprint map of entire indoor area. MeshMap utilizes

the feasibility of magnetic signal and removes the limitations

of state-of-the-art magnetic indoor navigation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose MeshMap, a low cost and

efficient indoor navigation system. Several initiators collect

and upload multiple sensor (i.e., gyroscope, accelerometer,

magnetometer, barometer) readings with their smartphones.

Taking these sensor readings as input, MeshMap first extract

specific movement behavior (i.e., turn, step, level). Using these

movement behavior, the magnetic trace is split into several

magnetic pieces. For each magnetic piece, MeshMap searches

the overlapped part by comparing with all magnetic pieces

in existing database of mesh map. Finally, according to the

detected overlapped parts, MeshMap further updates existing

database of mesh map. Then given the source and destination

PoIs, MeshMap searches the optimal navigation trace and

gives the corresponding magnetic trace. Users can begin the

navigation with their smartphones in real-time. According to

the collected magnetic trace, MeshMap further gives spe-

cific navigation hints (i.e., turn, level). We further evaluate

MeshMap in real indoor environments. The experiment results

show the efficiency of MeshMap.
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